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Splash page.  

Panel Insert: [This goes in the upper left corner over the central panel] Close-up on a hand 
inserting a gold-colored keycard shaped like a credit card into a slot on the wall.  

SOUND FX: [Placed on the main panel] SWOOSH.  

Panel Insert: [This is placed in the upper right corner over the main panel] A sliding metal door 
is shown half open to the right of the keycard slot.  

Large panel: The door, now open, reveals JON GOODE, a sizeable Asian male standing in the 
doorway with a large dolly cart in tow. 

TITLE:  "The Store Keycard." 

Medium panel: Jon looks at his digital watch that reads: 8:30 A.M. The contents of the 
warehouse are obscure, but it looks half empty. 

JON: The Store opens in thirty minutes. I must hurry. 

Medium panel: A box containing cereal is thrown onto the cart. 

SOUND FX: [Placed on the panel next to the cart] SPLAT. 
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Panel 1: [A medium panel across the top of the page.] We are in a large warehouse. Giant 
shelves line the floor like shelves at a Costco or Walmart distribution center. 

Panel 2: [Medium panel] Jon loads the dolly cart with merchandise from the warehouse. In the 
background, the storehouse shelves have rare commodity on them.  

Panel 3: [Small to Medium] Jon whistles. A small radio hangs from his neck. 

CAPTION:  "I work all day, I work all night, but my bills still don't get paid."  

SOUND FX (ON RADIO): MUSIC NOTES 

Panel 4: [Small to medium panel] Boxes are on the dolly cart. The cart is filled with cans of 
green beans, carrots, diaper boxes, a 42-inch television, and a box of tampons.  

Panel 5: [Small to medium panel] Jon stands at the warehouse exit door. He has a blank 
expression on his face. [The angle of the panel is tilted slightly to the left] 

JON: I forgot the mustard. Isle six is out of mustard. People can't have a sandwich without 
mustard, Jon. Get the mustard. 
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Panel 1: [Medium panel] A television lies on the floor next to the cart.  

SOUND FX: SPLAT!  

Panel 2: [Medium panel] With the "golden" keycard in his hand, Jon is distracted by the fallen 
television. He has a disgruntled expression on his face. 

JON (THOUGHT):    I'll never get this merchandise to the store floor at this rate.   

Panel 3: [Small to medium panel] He puts the keycard in his fanny pack.  

Panel 4: [Small to medium panel] Jon pushes the button to open the sliding door to exit the 
storage room. 

Panel 5: [Large panel] Jon faces the door with his back toward us holding the box of mustard 
under his left arm and dragging his cart with his right arm. 

Panel Insert: [Placed next to Jon and the cart on the right side] Jon's face drawn out of 
proportion in detail. His eyes are bugged, and his skin tone is a red hue. Jon's hair is flung all 
over his head as if he has just stuck his hand in a light socket. 

JON: I forgot the ketchup. I hate you isle six. 

Panel 6: [Medium panel] A clear view of Jon's cart with a box of ketchup sitting at the very top 
of all his other merchandise. [This is drawn with the box slightly suspended in air to represent 
movement] 

Panel Insert: [Placed to the left of the cart] Jon's hand is drawn inserting the keycard into the 
slot next to the door. 
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Panel 1: [Medium panel] The door is open and TIFFANY DEAN, a beautiful young black 
female, is standing on the other side with her arms crossed.  

Panel 2: [Small panel] Close-up on Tiffany's grim face.  

Panel 3: [Small panel] Jon stands in the dark warehouse door.  

JON: Nothing to see here.  

Panel 4: [Medium panel] Tiffany's veins flare in her neck. She looks past Jon into the dark 
warehouse. 

TIFFANY: Nothing to see out on the store floor either. What's going on with the store product, 
Jon? And, why are you the only one with the key to the warehouse? I think we are gonna have 
to talk about sharing responsibilities 'round here. 

Panel 5: [small panel] Jon squints his eyes. 

JON: This is my warehouse, Tiffany. I got this. 

Panel 6: [Medium panel] Tiffany eyes the dolly cart with the merchandise on it. Her eyes bulge 
out on the box of tampons.  

TIFFANY: Seriously?  

SOUND FX: SWOOSH!  

Jon quickly closes the storage room door, cart in tow.  

JON: No one gets in the warehouse except for me.  

Panel 7: [Small to medium panel] Tiffany holds up her balled-up fists in the air at Jon.  

TIFFANY: I swear you, and I are going to settle this once and for all. I can't take it anymore. 
Before the day is through, you're going to be through, Jon. And every employee is gonna know 
how sorry you run this warehouse. Where is our product? 
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Panel 1: [Medium panel across the entire top page] ASHLEY AINSLEY stocks boxes of Raman 
Noodles on the shelf. She wears earrings, but no one can tell if she is a girl or a boy. The aisle 
Ashely is on is half empty.  

Panel 2: [Small to medium panel] Ashley has a concerned look on her face.  

ASHLEY(THOUGHT): Is the store about to close for good? This may explain why I haven't had 
any grocery stock in the last couple of days. I gotta tell Stephen. 

Panel 3: [Medium panel] Ashley confronts STEPHEN SKROSE, a geeky black high school 
senior, in the pasta aisle. He has his hand on a box of spaghetti. 

ASHLEY: Did you hear about the store closing? 

STEPHEN: Twenty-four-hour store, Ashley. We don't close. What have you been smoking? Pull 
yourself together. 

ASHLEY: No! I heard Tiffany and Jon arguing about how Jon can't get store product in and that 
the emporium was going to shut down for good because of it. 

Panel 4: [Small panel] Stephen drops the box of spaghetti, it suspends in mid-air. 

Panel 5: [Small to medium panel] Stephen runs away. Ashley shrugs her shoulders; her hands 
and palms are in the air. The box of spaghetti lies on the floor. 

SOUND FX: SPLAT! 

ASHLEY: Hey! Where ya going? 

STEPHEN: I hate this store. I'm telln' Mister C. 
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Panel 1: [Medium panel] Stephen stands in front of an office door. The letters on the office door 
read: Store Manager (then underneath store manager) Ivan Charge.  

Panel 2: Stephen kicks in the door to Ivan's office.  

SOUND FX: BOOM! 

Panel 3: [Small panel] Stephen's oversized foot passes through the doorway. IVAN CHARGE, a 
clean-cut, sophisticated fellow, is on the phone with his jaw dropped, dumbfounded. 

Panel 4: [Small to a medium panel in red hues] Stephen levitates in the air with his back to the 
audience. His arms and legs spread out like the Vitruvian man.  

Ivan has a straight face with the phone against his ear, staring at Stephen.  

STEPHEN: I'm going home. 

IVAN(LARGE): What?  

STEPHEN: I heard the store was closing so I'm going home to work on my comic book. 

IVAN: Get your ass back to work, can't you see I'm busy? 

Panel 5: [Medium panel] Ivan stands up behind his desk, face red, veins popping out of his neck 
and forehead, and his eyes are bloodshot.  

PHONE: You son of @#$%^, why are you talking to me like that? You need to calm down 
before you have a heart attack. You never pay any attention to me, ever. You're always at that 
damn store. 

IVAN: What? No! I wasn't talk-- 

PHONE: I think you owe me an apology. 

Panel 6: [small to medium panel] Ivan is face down on his desk with the phone still to his ear. 

IVAN: I'm sorry, Ivanka. I love you, honey. 

Panel 7: [Small to medium panel] Reverse angle. Ivan's back is to the audience in his chair in the 
lower left corner. His hand is on the phone on the hook. Stephen has a dropped jaw with an open 
mouth and big eyes in the upper right corner. 

SOUND FX(PHONE): BAM! 



IVAN: You get your ass back to work. I don't know where you got your information from, but 
this store is not closing. Get out of my office! 


